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ABSTRACT
Background: Low back pain influences majority of the population, especially in working-age in modernity. It
interferes with activity of daily living. A low frequency magnetic field therapy field has been advantageous in patients
suffering from low back pain. Methods: The present study evaluated the effect of low frequency magnetic field therapy
(1 Hz and 100 Hz) with intensity up to 100 Gauss per particular output on visual analogue scale for pain scores
and baseline bubble inclinometer for forward and lateral (right and left) trunk flexion mobility in forty patients (22
males and 18 females) suffering from low back pain, their age ranged from 40-50 years old who received either low
frequency magnetic field therapy as experimental treatment or sham exposure treatment. Results: Repeated analysis
of study outcome measures pre-treatment, post-treatment, and follow up periods showed a significant difference in
visual analogue scale (pain) and trunk mobility, (p<0.05). On the other side, there was no significant difference in
sham group during evaluation periods in both outcome measures (p>0.05). Conclusion: The findings from our study
give initial support for using low frequency magnetic field therapy as a long term effective treatment method for
decreasing pain and increasing trunk mobility.
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INTRODUCTION
Low back pain (LBP) is a disqualifying and widespread disease all over the world, which leads to socio-economic
problems [1]. About 60-80% of the world population suffered from LBP during their lifetime, the recurrent and
existing for a long time occur within 65% of cases [2]. The common causes of back pain are muscle strains or ligament
sprains, disc herniation, arthritis, spinal deformities, and fractures in osteoporotic patients [3]. The main risk factor for
chronic LBP is the degeneration of the disc [4].
There are several pharmacological therapy choices available for treatment of pain due to LBP. The incidence of
side effects, endurance, adverse events, and long-term toxicity has increased interest over their utilization in some
patients with LBP [5]. On the other side, numbers of non-pharmacological treatments for LBP have been used;
such as cognitive-behavioral therapy, exercise, spinal manipulation, and other physical therapy modalities for LBP
[6]. Anesthesiologic and surgical procedures are frequently not efficient in the long period, and proof is lacking.
In contrast, low-frequency magnetic field therapy (LFMFT) could supply a non-invasive, safe, and simplicity of
application alternative to routine procedures that clearly treat the affected place, to decrease pain, and/or inflammation
without any thermal effects with slight or no side-effects [7].
Low-frequency magnetic field (LFMFT) is very efficient in the management of pain (acute and chronic), edema, and
inflammation, wound healings, soft tissue injury, skin ulcers, bone unification, and osteoporosis [8,9]. The analgesic
effects of low frequency magnetic field therapy are still unclear, and some studies mentioned that LFMFT may
stimulate endogenous and exogenous opiate pathways so that it helps in pain relief [10].
Various methods of evaluations have been applied as an objective assessment scale in low back pain as spinal mobility
[11], aerobic capacity [12], and trunk muscle strength [13]. Spinal mobility has been approved as the most common
objective assessment of spinal function [14].
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Despite varying theories observed that pain is reduced, and back mobility is improved after application of LFMFT,
lacking in evidence for any credible explanation. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the long-term effects of
low-frequency magnetic field therapy in reduction of low back pain and improvement of mobility of back muscles.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Study Design
This experiment was a prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled design with before treatment, after treatment and
follow-up assessments. This study was performed from June 2017 to March 2018 at the physical therapy clinic (male
and female sections) in the department of physical therapy and health, rehabilitation, College of Applied Medical
Sciences, Prince Sattam Bin Abdulaziz University, KSA.
Subjects
Forty patients (22 males and 18 females) suffering from low back pain, their age ranged from 40-50 years old,
participated in this study. Subjects meet the following criteria: all patients suffer from LBP with/without lower limb
pain that persisting for the past 6 months as a minimum period. Body mass index (BMI) was less than 30 (kg/
m2). Subjects were excluded if they have cauda equina symptoms, tumors, metabolic disease, rheumatoid arthritis,
osteoporosis, using steroid for a long time, signs of pressure on a nerve root, lumbar fracture, spinal surgery, pregnancy,
cardiac pacemaker, and lumbar fixations. Subjects were referred to King Khalid Hospital and Prince Sattam Bin
Abdulaziz University Hospital.
Informed consent was taken from all subjects after informing them verbally and through printed sheets about the study
prior to participation and they were free to withdraw at any time from the study. Assessments of the forward and
lateral trunk flexion (right and left) mobility were done using a baseline bubble inclinometer and back pain by visual
analogue scale (VAS). After assessment, subjects were randomly assigned by a computer program into 2 groups of
the same number of subjects (20 subjects in each group), the experimental group (Group A), and sham group (Group
B) which was the placebo-controlled group. The treatment given to subjects of Group A was magnetic therapy in the
form of low-frequency magnetic field therapy for thirty minutes three times per week up to four weeks. Each subject
was well supported, comfortable position on the bed of the machine inside the tunnel of the LFMFT over the lower
back of the spine. However, the other group, Group B, each subject was in the same position as in the experimental
group, but the LFMFT device was switched off without emitting any magnetic field for the same time as in the other
group.
Procedures
Outcome measures
There were 2 outcome measures, visual analogue scale (VAS) for measuring pain scores and a baseline bubble
inclinometer for measuring forward and lateral trunk flexion (right and left) mobility. Assessments were done before
the beginning of the treatment, after the end of the last session of treatment, and follow-up time (3 months after the
end of the treatment).
Visual Analogue Pain Scale (VAS)
The VAS is a valid and reliable measure of chronic pain intensity. Operationally, VAS is usually a flat line, 100 mm
in length, anchored by phrase descriptors at each end, (0=no pain, 100=worst pain). Subjects of both groups marked
on the line the point that they felt pain of their current state. The VAS score was measured in millimeters from the left
side end of the line to the point that the subject marks [15].
Baseline bubble inclinometer
A standard plinth, new Baseline® bubble inclinometer (model 12-1056, Fabrication Enterprises; White Plains, New
York, USA), was used in measurement of forward trunk flexion and lateral trunk flexion (right and left). Subjects
of both groups were asked to stand bare skin without tension and their upper limbs beside them while their skin was
marked nearly at the 12th thoracic spinous process (T12) by determining the 12th rib and next to the spinous process.
After placing the Baseline bubble inclinometer on T12 spinous process; from the sagittal plane for measuring forward
trunk flexion and from the frontal plane for measuring later trunk flexion for both sides, inclinometer was adjusted
in zero position before starting each measurement and in re-measuring; the site of T12 spinous process must be the
same [16].
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Measuring forward trunk flexion
Subjects were asked to fully flex the trunk without bending their knees and measuring was recorded to the nearest
degree.
Measuring lateral trunk flexion
Subjects slide hand down to the thigh and fully side-bend the trunk without bending their knees and measuring was
recorded to the nearest degree for both sides.
Treatment procedures
Group A: It was the experimental group which comprised of 20 LBP patients were treated by CHINESPORT™
MAGNETO 4 - Plus Line (Italy), which generates a low-frequency magnetic field (adjustable between 1 and 100 Hz)
with intensity up to 100 Gauss per particular output. Subjects were placed on the bed of the magnetic generator in
the most comfortable and well-supported position (supine, prone, or side-lying position), and then the tunnel of the
magnetic generator was applied at the lower back or at the site of pain. At each session, the initial intensity utilized
at a minimum level and would be progressively raised until the subject’s tolerance for thirty minutes three times per
week up to four weeks (12 sessions). At the end of each session, the treated area was observed for any side effects
such as erythema, discomfort, or irritation.
Group B: It was the sham group, 20 LBP patients were placed on the bed of the magnetic generator as an identical
procedure of the experimental group, except the magnetic tunnel would be not attached from the magnetic source and
stabilized below the machine to prevent it to be seen by the subject, thin subject was hearing the same rhythmic sound
which would be presented throughout the procedure for the same time and same sessions as in the experimental group.
Statistical Analysis
The differences between groups were evaluated with Mann-Whitney U (VAS) and independent t-tests (forward trunk
flexion and lateral trunk flexion). Repeated measures ANOVA (RM) was used to evaluate the effects of intervention
on forward trunk flexion and right and left lateral trunk flexion at pre-treatment, post-treatment and follow-up time
and post hoc Bonferroni test was used for pairwise comparison. Also, Friedman’s test was used to evaluate the effects
of intervention on VAS at pre-treatment, post-treatment and follow-up time and Mann-Whitney U was used for
pairwise comparison. The raw data were coded and inscribed to a statistical package of social science (SPSS, version
20). The significance level was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS
Baseline patient characteristics for both groups are given in Table 1. There were no significant differences between
the groups in any of the parameters measured.
Table 1 Baseline characteristics in patients with low back pain in both groups
Variables
Age (years)
Gender (M/F)
BMI (kg/m2)

Group A
44.8 ± 3.20
10/10
28.45 ± 1.28

Group B
43.5 ± 3
12/8
27.50 ± 1.76

Significance
0.192
0.602
0.059

The findings of pain assessment in the two groups using VAS are shown in Table 2. Subjects who underwent lowfrequency magnetic field showed significant pain reduction post-treatment and after 3 months from the end of treatment
(follow-up period) (p<0.05 compared with pre-treatment). On the other hand, there was non-significant pain reduction
in the sham group during the whole observation times (p>0.05).
Table 2 Pain assessments using VAS in both groups
VAS
Pre-treatment
Post -treatment
Group A
75.5 (66.25 - 87)
12.5 (10 - 22.25)
Group B
79.5 (56 - 100)
78.5 (63.5 - 89.75)
Significance
0.705
˂0.001*
Data expressed as median (25th-75th percentile); *: significant at p˂0.05
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Follow-up
10 (6.25 - 22.50)
81.5 (63.75 – 88.75)
˂0.001*

Significance
˂0.001*
0.914
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The findings of forward trunk flexion and lateral trunk (right and left) flexion in the two groups using Baseline®
bubble inclinometer are shown in Table 3. Subjects in the experimental group, who received low-frequency magnetic
field, showed significant increase in forward trunk flexion and lateral trunk flexion for both sides post-treatment
and after 3 months from the end of treatment (follow-up period) (p<0.05 compared with pre-treatment). There were
statistically significant differences in right lateral trunk flexion in the sham group during the whole observation period
(p<0.05). On the other hand, there was non-significant change in forward trunk flexion and left lateral trunk flexion
for both sides in the sham group during the whole observation times (p>0.05).
Table 3 Forward trunk flexion and right & left lateral trunk flexion in both groups
Group
Group A
Group B
Sig.
Group A
Group B
Sig.
Group A
Group B
Sig.
Data expressed as
Lt.: Left

Pre-treatment

Post -treatment
Follow-up
Sig.
Forward trunk flexion
20.55 ± 6.25
54.95 ± 20.17
53.55 ± 19.39
˂0.001*
(17.62 - 23.47)
(45.51 - 64.39)
(44.47 - 62.62)
21.80 ± 5.72
22.40 ± 6.46
23.50 ± 6.96
0.163
(19.09 - 24.51)
(19.37 - 25.42)
(20.24 - 26.75)
0.516
˂0.001*
˂0.001*
Rt. lateral trunk flexion
12.45 ± 2.61
20.75 ± 5.30
21.25 ± 5.49
˂0.001*
(11.23 - 13.67)
(18.26 - 23.23)
(18.67 - 23.82)
11.85 ± 2.28
12.40 ± 2.50
12.35 ± 2.45
0.027*
(10.78 - 12.91)
(11.22 - 13.57)
(11.20 - 13.49)
0.443
˂0.001*
˂0.001*
Lt. lateral trunk flexion
12.60 ± 2.48
21.15 ± 5.56
21.35 ± 5.60
˂0.001*
(11.43 - 13.76)
(18.54 - 23.75)
(18.73 - 23.96)
11.90 ± 2.40
12.35 ± 2.45
12.40 ± 2.58
0.055
(10.77 - 13.02)
(11.20 - 13.49)
(11.24 - 13.55)
0.37
˂0.001*
˂0.001*
mean ± standard deviation (95% confidence interval)); Sig.: significance; *Significant at p˂0.05; Rt.: Right;

The differences within subjects in both groups are shown in Table 4. Within the subjects of Group A, there was
statistically significant difference in pain reduction using VAS and forward trunk flexion and lateral trunk flexion
(right and left) using Baseline® bubble inclinometer pre-treatment and post-treatment and also between pre-treatment
and follow-up but there was a non-significant between post-treatment and follow-up. Although data analysis in
group B indicated within subjects’ difference regarding right lateral trunk flexion, the pairwise analysis reported
non-significant differences of the right lateral trunk flexion when the pre-treatment outcomes compared to either the
post-treatment or the follow-up outcomes. Also, the post-treatment and follow-up outcomes were similar.
Table 4 Pairwise comparisons within subjects in both groups
Groups

VAS

A
Pre-treatment/post˂0.001*
treatment
Post-treatment /follow-up
0.397
Pre-treatment /follow-up
˂0.001*
*Significant at p˂0.05; Rt.: Right; Lt: Left

Trunk forward flexion

Rt. lateral trunk
flexion
A
B

Lt. lateral trunk
flexion
A
B

B

A

B

-

˂0.001*

-

˂0.001*

0.054

˂0.001*

-

-

0.926
˂0.001*

-

0.169
˂0.001*

0.087
0.999

0.642
˂0.001*

-

DISCUSSION
Low back pain is widespread in the general population, affecting genders and all age individuals; the main cause
of fatigue, decreasing activity of daily living, pain, discomfort, and limiting back mobility. Most patients recover
rapidly; however, recurrence is part of LBP history [17]. The aim of this study was to evaluate the long-term effects
of LFMFT in reduction of LBP and improvement the mobility of back muscles. Using a prospective, randomized,
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placebo-controlled study design reinforces the validity of these results. The results of this study showed that a high
improvement, in pain relief and increase back mobility in forward and lateral trunk flexion for both sides in patients
with LBP, were discovered in the LFMFT group compared with the sham group after finishing the treatment and this
improvement was continued 3 months later which mean that LFMFT was an effective, relatively safe tool without
any side effects, and had a long term effects in both the subjective sensation of pain relief and objective increasing in
back mobility.
Many recent studies have recommended that LFMFT may give a variable advantage in terms of reducing pain and/or
physical activity (back mobility) in various pathophysiological situations of LBP [18-22].
Low frequency magnetic field therapy mechanisms in pain relief is not obvious, its sedative effect, through the
stimulation of inhibitory fibers and however, raise in central β-endorphin secretion, hyperpolarization at the motor
end plate and consistently relax the muscles and the enhancement of chondrogenesis [23]. Lednev in 1991 suggested
that nociceptive C-fibers have a diminished action potential and that a magnetic current may influence neuronal
depolarization by altering the resting membrane potential. The mechanisms responsible for LBP may be vasodilation
to the tissues and secretion of cytokines [24]. Any one of these suggested mechanisms may have a role in the results of
the current study since LBP has multiple aspects and begins from different origins, such as muscles, bones, or nerves.
Mellin in 1986 proposed that among different trunk motilities, forward and lateral right and left trunk flexion, had a
high correlation with LBP severity and functional disabilities [25]. In the present study, subjects with MBI more than
30 and had belly abdomen were excluded from the study because belly abdomen may interfere with the trunk mobility
and limit forward and lateral trunk flexion.
Because of the different causes of LBP, subjects were supposed to be divided into subgroups according to the main
cause of LBP. Future studies should be adequately strong to carry out a subgroup of the different causes of LBP (such
as degenerative disc disease, facet joint dysfunction, and lumbar spondylosis) to discriminate if LFMFT is particularly
or distinctively effective in any specific cause of LBP.
Because of the improvement of the experimental group in pain relief and increasing trunk mobility, the sham group
received LFMFT after the end of study to get the benefits from study protocol.
CONCLUSION
In this study, there were no critical contrary conditions interfered with the LFMFT machine, treatment procedures,
or outcome measures. The results of the current study suggested that low frequency magnetic field therapy was an
effective, relatively safe tool, and had a long-term effect on the approach for management of pain and increasing back
mobility in patients with low back pain.
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